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Murray, Ky., Wedneiday Afternoon, August 28, I 963

New Films Now At
The Public Library
•
A new shipment of films have arrived at the Murray-Calloway County Pultlie- TelbreTy-• The following titles are included:
The Story of Nickel Refining, England: Background of Literature.
Steadfast Tin Soldier. Double in
Bluefirrs. Speckled Trout across
C-anada, Dawning of Music in Kentucky, Images Medievales, Middle
Diets Crossroads of Three Continents, Gregor Piatigorsky. Hymn of
tht Nations. Three Little Kittenli.
and Town Musicians.
These films are available to Library patrons and civic groups without charge.
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'FOOTBALL SEASON OPENS HERE ON FRIDAY

• •

MUSICIAN IN
iT HARTFORD(

MURRAY POPULATION 10, 100

NOTICE

•
READY IPOR "MARCH ON WASHINGTON" -- This was the scene at the Lincoln Memorial as preparation* were completed for today's Civil Rights "March ton Washington': by an estimated III0,000 persons. The March, - planned to support President Kennedy's Civil Rights legislation, was to start at the Washington Monument and proceed
down Constitution Avenue. Speakers were to stand on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial.

Postmaster Lester Nanny announced today that planes, trucks
and buses will be used to move air
and first class mail in the eveat
of a netion-wIde ran strike. No
mailings other than first class,,
air mail and air parcel post destined for points over 150 miles
from Murray will be accepted he
said if the arike occurs. Service
will be temporarily suspended on
second class, magazines, and newspares, third class matter and fourth claw parcel post. This will not
affect service to Memphis. Nashville and Owensboro or any other
city within 150 miles.

—1TMurray High Tigers Will Meet
, Trig County Wildcats Here

Janet Like
Will Attend
Convention
--Janet Like, a member of Alpha
eigma Chapter of Kappa Omicron
prbi, national professional home economics fraternity, has been selected to attend the national convention of the fraternity to be held in
Springfield. Hittites. August 28-31.
1963
As Piesident of Alpha Sigma
Chapter, on the campus of Murray
State, Miss etke will participate in
convention meetings and model
ceremonies as well as serve as, a
voting delegate when the constitution LS revised and new national officers elected

Miss Janet Like

AT DE QUOIN FAIR
Headquarters for the convention
will be the Leland Hotel. Other
Mr and Mrs. Odell Hawes are
events will include tours in the spending this week at the Illinois
"Land of Lincoln" and attendance State Fair at DeQuoin when they
as. Robert E. Sherwoode broadway will see the car race; and the
plan. -Abe Lincoln in Illinois".
Hanibletonian
Kappa Omicron Phi is a professional honorary home economics
fraternity with thirty-eight chapters
on college campuses throughout the
United States There are ten alumnae chapters The fraternity was
founded fortynine year ago at
Northwest Missouri State College.
Maryville. Missouri: and the meet
recent chapter to be Ma-tilled is
Beta Delta Chapter at Shepherd
College. Shepherdstown. Wag Virginia.

Tile Murray High Tigers will take
to the field Friday night to even
the 1963 football season. Their opponent in this opening game will
be Trigg County Wildcats Tiger
tans will remember this elielliee
game last Seal: which was held in
a downpour of rain at Cadiz.
Kickoff time Friday will be at
8:00-o'clock in Holland Stadium.
Daily practice sessions since Au-ve aided Head Coach Ty
gust"
Hollaed in arriving at a starung
lineup. ,,ith the competition keen
for most positions. Dub Russell,
n and Larry Henson
Jerry.
comp etc •11:: coaching staff at Muirray Hish. Terry Shelton. brother
of Jerry. is assistant coach of the
Trigg County Wildcats.
"We won't know how well we've
been able to do this until after we
play Friday" Coach Holland said
today in reference to his efforts
to realace some of the key men a ho
graduated last year.
The vancant slots in the offensive
and defensive lineup have been

plugged, however Coach Holland
saes he is not sure just how well.
Murray will face one of the
strongest Trigg County teams in
some years. Practically all of last
year's squad returned this year and
sonic additions have been made. A
new oetchiv staff composed of
Gordon Perry. head coach. with Terry Shelton, assistant coach. have
done a good job in workouts to build
a strong grid machine.
The Wildcats have been .practicing over the past month to get in
shape for the Tigers Friday. They
are led this year be the bone crushing fullback Clayton Ladd. a 195
pound senior who did most of the
eround gaining last year against the
Tigers.
Starting Friday will be Weatherly
and Danner at end. Bud Nall and
Danny Nix at tackle, Charles Sexton and Bill Adams at guard. Johnny Rose at Center. Still blessed with
fleet Ineks.Coach Holland can call
pn Don Faughn, Don Lee and Steve
Donne fullback Ben Hogancamp,
Charlie Warren, Eddie West, Steve
it. Sammy Knight, Scott Dialat:le:
g

30 Men Trapped
In Potash Mine
Explosion Toda

Most of the passing this year
will be handled by Female. Lee and
Doran. with Faughn. Adams and
Warren in charge of the punting
department.
Working hard for the past two
weeks also has been the Murray
High Tiger Band under the direcTHIRD DEGREE
MAYFIELD, Ky. 1..et -- An Eddytion of Phillip Shelton. Last week
ville, Ky., couple died and a thira
the band worked from 8:00 a. m.
person was critically enured early
until 4:00 p. in. and has been workMiss Like will be accompanied by
today when an 18-wheel cement
ing just as steadily this week to
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United Press' hiternational
Shelton this year. He joined ths
bill They got a friendly reception the dead as Mr and Mrs Eugene
mine, designed - primarily for com- band two weeks before school startBy JAMES BAPIS
•
Scores Of but no guarantees that Congress Hyde Their ages were not learned
WASHINGTON tit
mercial fertilizer production.
ed last year and even with thit
thaw:ands of chanting demonstrat- would be able to advance its time- immediately.
and Duston Ilarvey
However, Hatsis conceded there handicap presented a fine marchor; from all over America marched table for action on the legislation.
was a chance some of the men were ing band during the grid season last
Mrs Tad Scott of Kutisawa. a pasAbout one marcher in 15 was
from the Washington Monument to
MOAB. Utah •ret - Rescue squads itt an air pocket.
which improved with each apsenger in the car, eas critically inthe Lincoln Memorial today in the white
braved dealy carbon monoxide fumes
ra
jured. troopers at the scene of the
nation's greatest rally for Negro
working in
been
.had
I
A
lath
MOAB,
men
rescue
iii
The
The White House said President crash near has Junction with U. S.
This year's band should be bigger
and 130-degree heat today to search
rights.
three groups-one in a shop area
Kennedy. who was an important 641 reported.
for 25 men trapped 3.000 feet below
dbetteer.he• said.
worker searching through debris
the Onr
It was a symbolic "march for jobs
and
shaft
the
of
base
the
near
political stake in the outcome of
the earth's surface by a fiery exploAfter extensively drills over the
pasand freedom" which covered an acthorizontal
two
the
in
others
The troopers said ecetylene. torch, at the site of the Moab mine
the civil rights struggle, had "seen
sion at a potash mine.
past two weeks the Murray High
ual distance of only eight-tenths of a
sageways tunneled in opposite disome small portions" of demon- es had to be used to cut the victims
Nobody involved in the rescue
Black and Gold Marching Band will
J._
mile. But demoistration leaders
salt
disaster
made
voice
contact
todey
the
from
rections
from the wreckage, a process restratioii events on television.
attempt knew whether the men
be ready Friday with their halfcalled it a trek of far greater dequiring more than an hour.
The construction e orkers. employ- time show.
were dead or alive.
with nine of the 25 men trapped
By MYRON FEINSILBER
menaion for the future of America.
Every sort and condition of huInternational
Majorettes will be Jan Jones,
They are' all construction work- ed by the Harrison
The accident happened at 2:15
They said:
United Free; International
manity represented
well-dreased
the
underground.
ers. trapped Tuesday afternoon Co. of Miami, Fla., were putting
Paula Allbritten, Dianne Shuffett,
"We march to redress old griev- young men and women, a few WO- a. m CS, police said.
and
shaft
- From a when an explosion rocked the mul- finishing touches on the
Greer Houston, Vickie Ellis and
SHEPPTON. Pa.
ances and to help resolve an Arner- man in slacks. many a clergyman
chamber when the Head Maldrette June Ryan.
clean hospital bed 11 miles away ti-million dollar potash facility sit- an underground
loan crisis."
in clerical garb, an occasional white
ni.
p.
4:50
at
Dianne West will be the drum
David Pellet drew' a scratchpaper uated in a ruggedly beautiful valley explosion occurred
The marchers came here aboard beatnik in beard and sneakers. A
iEDTi Tues- major. Debbie Dibble is the the almap which is the blueprint for to- in the remote southeast corner of (MST o 10:50 p in,
20 special trainee nearly 700 buses, Negro in a wheel cellar came to
ternate majorette.
day's drilling toward a niche deep the state known as the Utah Bad- day.
nine ehartered planes, and by ear "help my people."
Fire Believed Out
Murray High fans are urged to
in this crumbled mine for bOU13 lands.
and foot. An early morning trickle
manager
Frank Tipple, general
"The situation is very. very grim,"
be-at Helland Staditun Friday night
Bova the third miner buried in an
A giant (Toes made of wooden
of arrivals swelled in a few brief
was
still
to usher in the 1963 football season.
said state mine inspector Steve of the plant. said smoke
Aug. 13 cave-in.
stakes was erected on the grassy
hours to sores of thousands.
-late TuesCoach Holland said today that
Though there has been no COM- Hatsis. "If would be a miracle If billowing from the shaft
!dope near the Washiegtein MonuEstimate Huge Crowd
flames
day eight, but the fierce
with ehesupport of local fans, the
mumostion from Bova. 42. for eight anyone is alive."
At 11 .15 a. m iTDTi police esti- ment. A throne gathered before it
ap•
explosion
Tigers should have e good season.
Rescue workers hoped. however which followed the
suspect. Falco fell dead on the days. tit- e3-year-old .Fellin and
mated the crowd etmrned between and sang the civil rights "freedom
By RICHARD ROWDEN
Henry Throne. 28. who were dra- that at least some of the men had parently were out.
floor.
the monument staging grounds and song"
was
there
Tipple said he doubted
Police said later Falco had been matically rescue early Tuesday. be- survived the earth-shaking blast
United Preset International
the Lincoln Memorial at 100,000 and
He said
The folksinger. Odetta, led a huge
',eve their comrade still may be and perhaps had taken refuge in a major-cave-in in the mine.
shot seven times
still growing.
audience in an emotional version
could brea- "the huge salt section" in- which
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pockets
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alive.
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NEW
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The
The weather ass ideal
Trantino and Falco were accused
of "Where I Stand.- Those who men wanted in the killing of two
.ttr..• mine is located -was very hard."
"Come on. I want to take you the.
of slaying Det. Sgt. Peter Vote.
marcher; appeared in holiday mood.
"We have every_ hope of getting L
didn't know the words swelled the New Jersey policemen was shot to
contact Made
No
home."
40, a father of three children, and
The mass turnout came to resemble
songs rhythmic beat by clapping death today in a violent struggle
the cryptic words been no contact with tarough to. the men." Tipple said.
were
had
Those
There
a gigantic revival meeting.
probationary patrolman Gary TedTwo rescue teams were dispatchhands in unison.
heard through more than 18 feet the men since the explosion blockwith detectives in a midtown Man- esco. 21.
The demonstrators came to the
•
.
rock-that Throne ed nee' paasageways leading from ed to the scene, located 29 miles
and
debris,
of
room
hotel
hattan
capital singing. At the monument
As the thousands were pouting
BadThe two officers were called to
says Bova spoke foie d*ys after the the base of the mine's vertical shaft south of Mixtb in the nureed
grounds they broke into a vibrant Into the monument grounds, lead:
organithe
defecise
to
nightclub
civil
a
disinvestigate
The dead man, Frank Falco. 23,
1 Coach Ty Holland yesterday was
when the three men were that plunges downward more than lands, and the
chant of "freedom, freedom." This era of the march were calling OM had been sought Since early Mon- turbance. Police said the two hood, cave-in,
neon was activated at Moab. A the speaker at the Murray Lions
the earth. Bova half a mile into the earth.
in
deep
entwined
refrain was repeated at intervals congressional leaders to plead for
,said emer- Club at their regular meeting.
day when the two officers were lulus were celebrating a holdup was separated from the other two.
The blast occurred less than 24 civil defense spokesman
through the rally.
a strong civil rights measure.
forced to disrobe and then were shot staged hours earlier.
Coach Holland spoke on the 1963
dramatic rescue of gency blood supplies wrre ma hand
Bova Today
the
Reach
May
slier
hours
Placards, issued by march leadto death in the Angel Lounge, a
The two mete accompanied by
inch drill had' two miners trapped more than two arid a 20-bed hospital was available. Tigers, the varieties positions to be
12n,
a
today
Early
proThe
had
marcn
organizers
ers. carried these legends.
nightclub in Lodi, N. J.
There were only -tour doctors in filled, and their chances in the curfour women, pulled guns and ord- churned through more than 200 of weeks by a cave-in 300 feet below
"No U. S. dough to help Jim Crow mised they would do their best to
.
ered the policemen to disrobe. Then the presumed 300-pluts feet down to the surface of a nune at Sheppton. Moab, so additional physicians and rent grid season.
genthe
preserve
order,
and
crowd
,
grow '
Thomas "Rabbi Tom" Trantino,
clergy ment were summoned to the
Coach Dub Ruseell, John Carlisle,
they sthen them, police said.
Bova. Barring mechanical hoe:leas Pa.
'We demand equal rights now." erally was in a serious but good 25. Falco's alleged companion in
the
in
areas
Henson
surrounding
Larry
Jerry Shelton and
The four women, including Fal- eich as stalled operations for six
One worker who wae blown thro- scene from
"We demand an Isreen fair em- natured mood.
the New Jersey shooting, still was
were introduced and each gave comco's estranged wife, Patricia, 17, hours Tueeday, it was hoped the ugh a plywood wind shield while state
Police herded George Lincoln at large.
ployment law now."
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chairman
0. A. Wies1cy,
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ment on the athletic program.
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Rockwell,
"We demand an end to police
The Tigers will meet Trigg County
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seeking a -con- shaft said he doubted that anyone Utah State Industrial Commiion.
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and
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A
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Manhatparty,
and
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Nazi
group
brutality now."
drilled down could have survived Tuesday's ex- speculated that the explosion may Friday night in their opening gams.
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botuteach
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detectives
side
the
ers
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See Congressional Leaders
have been eaused by methane gas
witnesses,
95 feet early today, and a new .6 pinion.
Leaders ef the march called early to keep them from heckling the office received a tip late Tuesday
LEE'S BIG HOUSE
Police Tuesday raided the Hee- inch rig was en route to the mine
"The way the explosion knocked of undetermined origin. He said
that Falco was hiding out in the
demonstrators.
"drips"
,petroleum
HOLLYWOOD l'Pt - Liberitee,
me back, I'm sere it must have there were several
When Carl Allen, Rockwell's de- hotel where he had registered un- ken.sack, N. J. home of Norma Ja- for a third probe.
HollyWhen any of the drills penetrates come from the bottom of the mine," in the shaft which could account for the smiliewspianist, has one of
puty commander, attempted to make der the name of J. Reno. of New- conetta. 23, one of the four women
wood's biggest homes, a houss which -identified as having been at the nova's chamber, ultra-sensitive nec- said Matt Raulhala, 47 a bucket such an accumulation of gas.
a speech without a permit, police port. R I.
"If the workers were using dyna- boasts several pianos.
Lt. Det Thomas Quinn said he nightclub. Police said they seized rophonce will be lowered. _If Bova dumper wherevas net seriously hurt.
warned hen three times, then arreally mite to blast.' he said. "it could
However, he doesn't spend much
rested him. Before his arrest, the used an emergency key to enter a hidden cache of rifles, stolen is lying unconscious within 10 or "The explosion was strong I
time there. The popllar Liberec(
15 feet of the mikes, his breathing don't think that anyone in the bot- have touched off the explosion."
only one by late morning. Allen Falco's room and found the suspect furs and jewelry.
.
The mine•shaft is 2.797 feet deep, sisentis most of the year making
United Press Interristlottia
Another suspect in the robberies, will be recorded.
tom could have survived it."
asleep on a bed.
said:
with an inside diameter of 22 feet personal appearancees throughout
To Explore Mine
Throne said he believes Bova got
Quinn said he took out his gun, Anthony Oassarino, 24, was arrest"We are here to protest by as
If tne men are cited. the disaster and a concrete lining 12 inches the country.
) High Yesterday peaceful means as possible the oc- placed it against Falco's throat ed near the scene of the shooting an injured hip in the cavs-in, and
67 cupation of Washington by forces and ordered the suspect to get up of the policemen.
, the trapped man can not have eat- will have been the worst in Far thick. Two 3,000-loot-long drifts
Low Yesterday
HI-LOW
74 deadly to the welfare of our coun- He said Fake woke up screaming,
Today
Also in custody was Carlo Ben- en for more than two weeks. H. West mines since 171 coal miners rise on angles of about 25 degrees
shaft.
the
NEW YORK •I'll, - The lowest
grabbed the detective's gun and a edetto, 28, alias Rocko Bennett, who Beecher Chartnbury, state secretary died in an underground explosion from the base of
try."
Kentucky Lake: 7 a. m. 356.0, no
lowerwas
which
100
A rescue team
temperature reported this mornint
Authorities trying to keep track hand-to-hand battle followed dur- was arrested Tuesday in his apart- of mines, said Tuesday that "chan- at Castle Gate, Utah, about
change in 24 hours: lake temperaed to the bottom of the elan re- te the U. S Weenier Bureau. exment above the nightclub He was cre were slim" for Bova's eirvival, miles northwest of here. in 1924.
rally ing which six shots were fired.
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the
aspects
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all
of
ture 80 Below dam 3023. up 0.2.
In today's rescue attempt. about ported the drifts had been blocked eluding Alaska and Hawaii. was '3"
Quinn said both he and Falco charged with selling Falco and but conceded: "He's rigged"
estimated that 136 members of the
Sunset 6:31. sunrise 5:25.
a dozen men, working in three by the explosion. They said the degrees at Greenville, Maine. Th
HAVE MANY VOLUNTEERS
Communist party of the United were holding on to his revolver Trantino the murder weapons.
Officers at Lodi police headquartDr. Ira Mills. state commissioncr squads, were making preparations temperature at the bottom was 130 highest reported Tuesday was 10'
States came to the capital for the during the struggle. The officer
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"I don't know how many times teletype.
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the head frame of the mine, 179
NOW YOU KNOW
"Everyone is happy about it and understand he went into the woods themselves could breathe.
chance of thundershowers this after- Yofk, others from Philadelphia, Chi- I shot him. I was mainly interested
that huge quan- feet above the top of the shaft,
Sy United Press International
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.Thousands Are
In Capital March-

Eddyville Couple
Dies In Accident

Fellin Draws
BULLETIN Map To Aid
Rescue Effort
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One Of Two Who Killed Two
Policemen Is Shot To Death

Tv Holland
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Weather
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Take A Lot To Erase
Two Big Names From Diamond

THE LEDGER &. TIMES
PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. Inca
Ounsolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Cattoway Tunee, and The
Tunee-Herald, October 20, La, and the West Kentackian, January
1, 1942

tkisite player. Spam provides the
By MAIMS LAIN&
,
..ecessary
pitching ability. The aUnited Peess International
aa ars gotta to take a big eraser to wes: old southpaw, who learned how
win et an early age and still
obliterate the names of Willie May,
and Warren Spahn Iran baseball ret.ams the habit, pitched scoreless
ball' over the final seven innings
history.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIViS: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1509
.Together they present a composite 'Lesley meg to provide the Mil•
Madison Ave., Mernplus, Tenn.; Tune & Lite Bldg., New York, N.Y.;
by United Press laternational
aukee Braves with a 3-2 triumph
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
AMERICAN LEAGI'l.
picture of a perfect ballplayer In I'
t h die )(Wally they are leaving an in- over the Houston Colts.
'
Eniezed at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as Neu York
- 85 46 .649
It was Spahn's 17th victory of
delible Itentaile that %ill proclaim
Sectewl Class Matter.
72 58 554
Minnesota
the NeWS0,1 against five losses, and
their fame for future generations.
_ 72 56 ..a54 1.2a
_
SUBSCRIPTION RATES; By Carrier in Murray, per week 20c. Per Chicago
Mays, one of the most exciting left him in excellent position to
72 61 .541 14 playem ever to participate In the, Juillenge Christy Mathewson s leamonth 85e. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $4.50; else- Etalt unore
62 66 484 21a national pastime, reached a per- gue record of 13 30-ganic seasons.
Detroit
where, $800.
64 tie .481 22
Clevelt162 .
50003 hiile•stali• Tuesday night when It also marked blastula 344th We"The Dittstanding Civic Asset at a Community is the
62 61, '473 :2 I he hit the 400th hume run of ha - one success, just one short of Tim
13osion
Integrity of its Newspaper"
60 :3 .451 21a
Los Angeles
major league career. Only four other Keefe on the all-time list of winKAIISILS City ._ SC 72 446 36'
' men have leached thai figure_ ie
WEDNESDAY -- AUGUST 28, 1963
48 8.1 336 37
Washington
National tgague history. and Maya
The league-leading Loa Angeles
- • Tuesday's Results
is the first right-handed batter to
itodgers scored three runs for the
Chicago 6 Cleveland 1, night
do it.
tIrsl time in Leven punt% to down
. ,
Kan. City ; Baltimore 1, 10 lima•,
low touched off • three-run :he Cincinnati Reek, 3-1, and take
6 game lead over the-diants and
By UNITED PRE$$ INTERNATIONAL
third-inning rally for San Francisco
New York 5 Boston 0, 1st. twilight
and helped the Giants beat St. Loins. Cards. In other games, the MsWASHINGTON -Sen. Bourke B. Hickenlooper (R.-Iowa); New York 3 Boston 0, 30d. night
' argil Pirates edged the New York
7-2, and move into a second-Mace ,
commentit;.g on - the nuclear test lxin treaty to be considered Detroit 4 Los Angeles 1. night
Ni.tts, 2-1 and Chicago downed
Cardinals
the,
ectiedulecli
with
tie
games
lOn.l)
by him and other members of the foreign relations comWhereas Mays has the power Plulatielphia 4-3, in the only day
Teday's Games
_
mittee:
speed and versatility of the e.001- attest.
Ao61.41 at" New York
"The Senate has just as much a role in the treaty-making Kansas City at Baltimore, night
process as the President. He can't ratify a treaty without the laa, Angeles at Detroit
Senate."
Chicago a; Cleveland. 2. tut-night
kOnly games scheduled,
/WS Piiszl•
.
"
Thursday's Gasses
• CROSSWORD PUZZLE Anew.
MADRID - Clinton M. Jenks, disillusioned by the trip he
night
Cleveland.
at
Chicago
7- Feinted
ACROSS
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Now The Yanks Talk
About Their Red Hot
Pitching Staff

PORIkAIT OF BERTHA -T ‘aen by the U.S. TIROS vir
1.“-ati.tr
947th orbit of Earth, this is the
Cost plotoie of klarr,,,arie Beulah after reaching hurricane
alieogth about 550 miles east of San Joan, Puerto Rico.

NEW TELEPHONE DIRECTORY CLOSES SOON

Changed listings, Aiiiitional Listings, Ms in Yellow Pages
Don't wait! Call ow Business Office now to
change listings in the Telephone Directory. And
remember —additional listings for members of
your family -at- firm may be included for little
extra cost.

dray

,::•":',''
-,

'
'3

FINE FOR BARBECUE

IGA

19c
29c

80'$1
It

CRACKERS

Hind

Briquette - large 10-1b. bag

1-lb

39'

SIFT

•

. A141114115 AMERICA'S RE1.1 CRIPPLER

12-oz. pkg

SLICED BACON _
3:"aa3e

Ii

2

I.bs.

89`

PICKLES

CUBE BEEF STEAK

each

10

E-Z Spread

PEANUT BUTTER —

qt jar

'
59

Kraft Salad

2 F°. 29*

jar

BARBECUE SAUCE _ _ _ 35#,
IGA -

229

343 can

PORK & BEANS _ _ 2 F.D. 29*
EATWELL

Golden Ripe

BANANAS

lb

I

e

TUNA--4cans89°
IGA

TENDER PASCAL

CELERY

POTATO CHIPS

250

- Large Twin Bag -

3W

RED POTATOES _ _ io ihs 39(

SMITH-CORONA

33

Kraft - large 18-oz bottle

LARGE HEAD

LETTUCE

TOP QUALITY

-.full quart Jar

MUSTARD _ 9-07

Lean Tender - 2-oz. sire

GIFT

FOR SALE OR RENT

39'

Swift Sweet Rasher

'--13011D'
New* ledge....see•awe tomorrow'
armee THE ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION

Sweet

Emge AllAteat

WEINERS

box ic
Ill
_ 49'

CHARCOAL

PORK RIBS

•
Iff•
FIGHT

-

Thin Saltine

Quarter-lb.

Fresh Tender

SAVE OUR

—

TRADING STAMPS
tdol
=:PoD'•

GET PREMIUMS FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY 1 I

•
-

Prices

Good Thursday - Friday - Saturday

—

Secretarial Typewriter

Kavanaugh I.G.A. Foodliner

FACTORY RECONDITIONED

WALKING

SRO,TIM

WAY

MILK

Quarter -lb.

Southern Bell

Yellow
Pages

MUTTON
Fore

Distr. b) ,'lied Pture Syndicate, Inc.

Mr. Bustnessman - Be

rET—YOUR FINGERS DO THE

PET - Tall.Can

YOUNG, TENDER

—

sure you're represented
in the Yellow Pages — the hest way to tell
people how to find you. Smart Shoppers heed the
advice to "Let your fingers do the walking .
Read the ads... Learn the facts ... Find it fast
Bhop, the Yellow Pages way."

•

•

News Service
Federal State Market

MURRAY, Ky., Tuesday. Aug. 27.
1963 Murray Lis estock 'Auction.
RECEIPTS: HOGS. 1119: CATTLE
AND CALVES, 712.
HOGS: Receipes mostly mixed
grade butchers. 50c lower compared
with bast wee*. us: 1, 2 and 3 harrows and gilts 202 lb. $16.75: 186 lb
$16.36: 175 lb. $1576: U. 2 'and .,.
30Ine 300 to 600 lb. $12.50'to'$14.50.
CATTLEaReceipts mostly testier'.
cowsand slaughter steers and bed .
era. All eateries about steady.
SLAUGHTER: One load Good and! I
Choice 1040 lb. steers $24.110. Stand- .
ard and Good 800 tis 1000 lb $200 to ,
S23.110: Standard and Good 700 to 1 '
vou lb. heifers $18.00 to $23.10. Choice!
300 to 500 lb, calves $23.25 to S4"
Standard and Good $19.75 to I..
Utility and Commercial cows to 1115.50. Canner and Cutter $.
'o 11420. Utility and Cornmerow.
boils $16726 to $1800
FEEDERS: Good aa
steers $21,50 to $23 lo N! - ..
i to $30.50. Good and Claw(' ..
600 lb. S23.00 to 11.73.00: al. a...
t $1870 to S2160. Good 900 to 600 ...
heifers $22.50 to 623.80. Medi 11 !I
$1750 to $21.00: Medium and Cie.,
stdek cows with calves $175.00 i $28500 per cow.
! VEALIERS: Steady. Few raa
I $36 00 to $28.50; Good lia:
i $25.00: Standard e20.00 to $22.eu
!
FIRE LOSS
!
\ NEW YORK 'Pt --- Richard Coaa
file .in the muer,ar.:1 etl a featured tr.
'ion picture - Act cme- filmed in
New York this .-.pt-inc. bet he aunt
appear in the finahed •product His
footage was destroaed in a cutting
reeen fire, and he could not return
here from Ileilyaeod tor retakes'
because he was tied down by a movie there Ell Wallach was hired -to
do the role over

•

Ralph Terry blanked the Boston
Red Sox In a doubleheader Tuesday
night.
8o in addition to spread-eagling
the American League, the Yankees
are clueing in on a club record for
most shutouts in e season. Manager
Ralph Houk's current staff has 18
to its credit, only six short of the
team standard set in 1961 by the
likes of Vic Ras.ctil, Ed Lopat and
Allie Reynolds.
Bouton, a part-time jeweler, nearly carved a no-hit gem in the opener
against the Red Sox He settled for
a twahlt, 5-0 victory. Terry spaced
five hits in winning the nightcap,
3-0.
Pinch hitter Rues Nixon broke ug
Boston's no-hit bed when he led off
the Boston ninth with a line drive
that almost hit the Yankee pitcher.
Gary Geiger followed with another 41110
single but the chunky rtgat-hander
preserved the shutout 'when Chuck
Schilling bounced into a double play
and Carl Yastrzemakl grounded out
to end the game.
It was Bouton's leth victory and
fifth shutout of the season in the
Earne. -the- Voltages raorecl----.1
all their runs in the eighth Ruling
with the help of a two-run double
by Yogi Berra to ease Terry to his
15th triumph
The Chicago White Sox moved
into a second place tie with the idle
Minnesota Twins by ripping the
DOYCE MORRIS, member of the service staff of Ward and Cleveland Indians, 6-1. the Detroit
Elkins, local Frigidaire dealer, has received national recogni- Tigers downed the Los Angeles Antion because of his record of outstanding individual customer gels, 4-1, lor their sixth straight
triumph, and the Kansas City Athservice.
edged the Baltimore Orioles,
Morris is pictured above being presented the highest indi- letics
2-1, in 10 innings
vidual serviceman's award, the "accredited technician" certificate by John H. McGregor, president of McGregor's, Inc.,
NOW YOU KNOW
Memphis, Tennessee. In addition to having a minimum of
two years on the job experience with Ward and Elkins, Morris
By United Preis International
was carefully rated for his performance during the year on
The worst mine Meister in Unitworkmanship, experience, attitudes, training and customer
ed States history occurred on Dec.
relations.
8, 1907, at Monongah, W. Va.. when
He- was rated by his customers on courtesy, proble& correc- 361 persons were killed, according
tion .respect for property and satisfaction with the lob.
to the World Almanac.
opened a hefty 12is wane lead in
bidding for their 14th pennant in 17
years, now are bragging about the
hottest pitching staff in the majors
Four different mm have hurled
shutouts for the Yankees in their
By TIM MORIARTY
last five games. Whitey Fortagiml Al
United Press Internalbselail
Downing started the whitewash Jobe
Talk about the rich gotta. Aelhor. against the Mimeo White Sox let
The New York Yaakellie who hive weekend, then J I m Boston and

in
,! l-Latlt
e:
t,
a mAaj
71
14 1the
.1 Arab 11,publie army,
armies happily in St. Joseph.
MO it, after winning the 60mile swim from Ch1( ago. Hs
won 915,000, by a mile,

SAVE S S S
LEDGER & TIMES
103 No. 4th Street

-0,01rf Monday thru Thursday - 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
eara,

Glfr
..
:ROND)

Phone 753-1916
-AA

Main & 7th Street

Friday & Saturday - 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Murray, Kentucky

•Ir
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* BIG BARGAIN CLEANUP

SHEET-SNOTE BOOK PAPER _ _ _ 44*
77'
,NOTE BOOKS(2 ring)
gal. '1.75
FkINT
FREE! If it fits you without
'6.99
S
KER
T
FOO LOC
alteration!
'3.99
FOAM PILLOWS
First Come . . . First Serve
'3.99
OWS
PILL
RON
DAC
'1.99
FEATHER PILLOWS
'1.00
ONE TABLE GIFT ITEMS
88'
ea.
_
_
_
_
ETS
BASK
TE
WAS
N
TCHE
114I
'2.00
ONE TABLE GIFT ITEMS
FREEZE CONTAINERS (your choice) be
One Group
7-PC. BEVERAGE SET (6glasses, pitcher)
'1.00
7-PC. BEVERAGE SET
11.44
9-PC. BEVERAGE SET _
Sale '32.50
Reg. '65.00
Special '12.88
53-PC. CHINA SET
Sale 130.00
Reg. '59.99
yd. 39'
SOLID COLOR FLANNEL
Sale '22.50
Reg. '45.00 SOLID COLOR CORDUROY _ _ _ _ yd.'1.00
Sale '20.00
Reg. '39.99
yd 36
PRINTED-COTTONS _ _
Sale '17.50
Reg. '34.99 UNBLEACHED SHEETING _ _ 5 yds. 11.00
0
'15.0
Sale
9
Reg. '29.9
yd.'1.00
DRAPERY FABRICS
,t
• Sale '12.50
Reg. '24.99
'
UPHOLSTERY FABRIC Special! yd.'2.44

One Mans Suits

$1

Assorted
ALUMINUM WARE
880 each

box 15*
-- 49*

D.

33*
59*

2 rc'x 29*
_ _ 3b*•
Fc). 29*

• PITCHERS
• COLANDERS
• BOWLS
2
1
• PIE PANS, 10x1/
4
1
•PIE PANS,9x1/
2
/
• CAKE PANS, 11x7x11
• CAKE PANS,8x8x2

* BARGAIN GIVE-A-WAYS

* CRAZY PRICES

FALL WOOLENS _ _ _ '1.99 yd. & '2.99 yd.
MAGNETIC FLASHLIGHT with BATTS.
(reg. price '1.00) Special! 47' ea.
HOUSEHOLD NOTION ODDS _ _
NOTIONS SALE
GROUP OF IMPORTED TOOLS
12-PC. PARTY SET
5 TAB& LAMPS

V2 PRICE
_ ea. 88'
ea. 66'

MEN'S SWIM TRUNKS
MEN'S T-SHIItTS
MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS

Men's Summer Suits

•

Jar

OPEN FRIDAYS 'TIL 800 P.M.
SATURDAYS 'TIL 600 P.M.

DOG Tif DAYS

xon broke Lig
ten he led off
I a line drive
inkee pitcher.
with another •
right-hander
when Chuck
a double play
grounded out

t.

'11Me,s - MUKKAY, KENILCKY

BELK - SETTLE'S

'eweler, nearin the opener
le settled for
Terry spaced
the nightcap,

a jar

&

47*
1e
47'
'1.00

Special!'1.00
ea. 25'

Regular S2.99

MEN'S SHORTY PAJAMAS Special!'1.00
Values to $5.99

MEN'S STRAW HATS _ _ _ _ _ Special!'1.00
ONE GROUP

MEN'S SPORT COATS
Sale '10.00
Sale 5.00
Sale $ 5.00

Reg. '25.00
Reg. $19.99
Reg. '16.99

BOYS & GIRLS SUMMER PAJAMAS
Wa-Tues to -n.99)- Sale 66" and 88'

LADIES BERMUDA SHORTS
Values to '6:99
'Values to '5.99
Values to '4.99
Values to '3.99
Values to $2.99
Values to $1.99
LADIES PANTIES

ONE TABLE

LADIES DRESSES

SUMMER SHIRTS

Values to '10.99
Values to $24.99

Sale '1.50
Sale '1.50

Reg. 9.99
Reg. '2.99
ONE GROUP

MEN'S SIMMER SLACKS
Dacron and Wool - Dacron, Rayon, Cotton
Sale '9.66
Reg. $16.99 &'12.99
Sale '8.66
Reg.'10.99
Sale '6.66
Reg. S9.99 & $7.99

MEN'S WALKING SHORTS
Sale '2.00
Sale '3.00
Sale '4.00

Reg. 9.99
Reg. $4.99
Reg. "5.99

Sale "3.00
Sale '2.88
Sale '2.44
Sale '1.88
Sale '1.44
Sale 88'
ea. 10

Sale '3.00
Sale 15.00

LADIES EVENING GOWNS
Values to 99.99

Sale '8.00

LADIES SUMMER HATS
Values to '8.99

Sale '1.00

LADIES SUITS
Values to $19.99
Values to '24.99

Sale 8.88
Sale '10.88

LADIES KEDETTES

ONE TABLE

Sale '2.44
Reg. '3.99
MEN'S CAPS (reg.'1.)
Sale '1.88
Reg.. $2.99
10'
ea.
S
Sale '2.88
4 MEN'S STRAW HAT
Reg. $4.99
ONE TABLE
ea. 10'
3 for '1.00
10 SUN HELMETS
DISH TOWELS
2 for '1.00
BATH TOWELS
12 ALUMINUM CHAISE LOUNGES
'1.00
2
/
BATH MAT SETS
(Compare reg. 8.95) ,Special! '3.88
▪ CAKE PANS,9x11
•
3 for s1.00
MEN'S UNDERSHIRTS
ea. 88'
44
/
2x71
/
SOFA PILLOWS
• BROILERS,111
PICTURES (16 to sell, reg.'4.99) _ _ _ _ '1.00
21 to Sell - Reg. -8.95
'1
• ROASTING PANS, 12x9x2
pr. '1.00 SILVERWARE SPOONS (odds & ends) 10'
LADIES COSTUME JEWELRY _ _ _ 3 for
MEN'S SLACKS
4x11%x2/
1
4
1
• ROAST'G PANS, 17/
77' ONE TABLE BOY SSWIM TRUNKS
,
SILVER PLATED ASH TRAYS _ _ ea.
Price
2
1
/
al!
_
_
4
Speci
1
/
1
RTS
/
x23
9
SHO
4x5
1
/
,
• BREAD PANS
ea. 77' & WALKING
MAKEUP MIRRORS
Regular $3.99
• BUN WARMERS
'1.00
pr.
3
Special! 11.00
E
HOS
ON
BOYS CORD SLACKS
LADIES NYL
S
PAN
- • LOAF
-2 pr. MOO Values to $2.99
LADIES NYLON HOSE
Special '1.00
TINS
BOYS SHIRTS
IN
MUFF
•
WRANGLER DUNGAREES _ '2.49 & '2.99
• TUBE CAKE PANS

Ladies' Shoes

$2

Ladies' Shoes

$31

TOILET TISSUE
5c Roll

•,)

• WASH PANS
• 6-CUP SAUCE PANS
• MEASURING CUPS
• ICE TRAYS
• COFFEE POTS

ALUMINUM WARE
Electric
• FRY PANS
• PERCOLATORS, 9 Cups
• PERCOLATORS, 10-35 Cup
• PRESSURE COOKERS,4 Quart

Plastic Kitchen Ware
Assorted

440 ea.
• Tissue Dispenser
• Cutlery and Silverware Tray
• Square & Round Wash Pans
• 10 Quart Pails
• Waste Baskets
• Mixing Bowls, ass't sizes
• Clothes Baskets

Boss Back TO

School - 10-13-or.

DUNGAREES, Heavy Denim

967

BOY'S SUMMER PANTS
Values to '1.29
Values to $1.69
Values to '1.99
Values to '2.99

Sale 54'
Sale 66'
Sale 88'
Sale '1.44

VENETIAN BLINDS (reg.'3.99) Sale '2.00

BLANKETS
CONIEO ELECTRIC BLANKETS
2 YEAR GUARANTEE
DOUBLE and SINGLE BED - SINGLE CONTROL

$10.00

BOY'S KNIT SHIRTS
Values to '1.00
Values to $1.00
Values to '1.99
Values to '2.29

Sale 44'
Sale 66'
Sale 88'
Sale '1.00

Visit Our Complete Blanket Department
. . . Large Assortment of Blankets!

Sale Starts Friday Thru Saturday

_7

•.
7
•••

•
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MeCandless-Parker Vows Read

&

TIMER

—

MURRAY, IERNTUCKY

Susan Rudd Evans
Becomes Bride Of
John David Lute,:

Robertson Home Is
Scene Of Faith
Doran Circle Meet

First Baptist WMS
Has General Meet
Tuesday Morning

Mn.j. B. Burke.7534947

The general prognun meeting of
the Woman's Missionary Society of
the First Baptist Church was held
at the church on Tuesday morning.
August W,00 nine-thirty o'clock.
"'Awning Away From the Truth of
God" was the theme of the Program
Presented by nesmbers of the Dorothy circle with Mrs. John D. Loved as the leader.
Others taking part in the discussion were Mrs. Castle Parker, Mrs.
W. Ir. Steely, Mrs. Ralph Teaseneer,
Mrs. G. T. Moody, and Mrs. W. C.
Adams,
Mrs. Fred (Jingles read the slate
of officers for the new year which
were installed by Mrs. Amanda

Dear Abliy ..

WEDNESDAY — AUGUST a, 1983
The opening prayer was led by
Mrs. Alice Jones. Mrs. Faith Doran.
vise-chairmast, presided at the bustnest session in the absence of the
chairman, Mrs. Leonard Vaughn
Mrs. Luther Robertson opened her
Mrs. Doran gave s report on the
home at 1301 Olive Street. otor the School of Missions which she atmeeting of the Faith Doran Carte tended at Jackson, Tenn. The maiof the Woman's Hociety of Christian Mee were read by Mrs. Isaac ChilService of the First Methodist Chur- ton in the shame* of the secretary,
ch held on Tuesday afternoon, Aug- Mrs. David Henry.
ust 20, at two-thirty o'clock.
The closing prayer was by Mrs.
An iraterestAng stid instructive Row*.
a
program on "Spofford Hume",
Lovely retrembJnapts were served
ministry to children with special
her
needs, was presented by Mrs. Jessie by Mrs. Robegtann, assisted by
and
Aouston Roane and Mrs. Lula Kyle. daughter, Mrs. Harm Went.,
The devotional reading from Mark granddaughter, Becky west. to the
twenty-two members and two guests.
10.13-16 was given by Mrs. Roane.

Mr. and Mrs. Julien Evtue announce the marriage of their daughter. Susan Heald. in John laivad
White.
Luten. son of Mr and Mrs Samuel
Officers are Mrs. Jack Kennedy,
David Linen of Paducah.
president Miss Ruth Houston, memThe ceremony was solemnized on
MIELP FIGHT MULTIPLE
bership vice; Mrs. Graves Hendon.
8auirdlity. august 17, at sex o clock
M.11••••• •Mik 1•1•. AMEN..
Wells
C
0.
Mrs.
program
vice;
the
of
In the evening in the chapel
secretary; Mrs. R. W. Churchill.
Methodist Church in MetropRtnard-- itore-rir;
tr8$sure71-olis. I I. in the prescribe of the imohorister; Mrs. H. C. Chiles. pianist.
mediate families.
As
experience.
we
what
ter:nines
DEAR ABBY: I sin a member of
Chairman of standing committees
Telephone Pt. 3-20111
Before an altar of lighted tapers
508 W. Main St.
clean
ing group which I parents, we should work to
are Mrs. R. L. Bowden, stewardship;
and patine the vows were exchanged that long-suffer
immoral
this
of
stores
ED LOAN CO."
local
our
-OWN
up
R
HOME
"YOU
-- "Girls Who
Mrs. Luther Dunn, nussion etude;
in a double raw ceremony by Rev. call the GeVMS(0
rubbish. How? By shopping else- Mrs. I. H. Key, community misI
'
Child
Only
s
Somebody'
Married
Roy Bitugh, pastor of the First
walk a little
to eindure Maumee where! We may have to
sions, Mrs. Edgar Siurley, prayer;
Methodist Church in Metropolis. Ill. have learned
further, but it is worth its The mer- Mrs. J. B. Burkeen. publicity; Mrs.
(now
y,"
b
"lily
a
B
to
references
The 'uncle given in marriage by
the
nand
agauest
a
who
takes
chant
44.) I let her coot
her father. chose a yellow cotton gray-haired and
sup- Eugene 'earry, social; Mrs. George
to a hen she isits sale of such trash deserves our
Upchurch, Jubilee, Mrs. E. C. Jones,
suit as her wedding attire with a the way she Aunts
reward
is.
and
he
who
out
Find
port
it off when she
camp, Mrs. Henry Warren. publicaveiled bandeau of spring flowers as us. I even laugh
patronage.
your
with
him
forgets and calls ins by my hustions.
OLDEST AND LARGEST LUMBER CO. IN MURRAY
a matching accessory.
MRS. L. F. H.
• • •
name. But she
The only attendant for the bride band's ex-wife's first
queswas Mrs Samuel Luten. mother of still masts on asking personal
CONFIDENTIAL TO ALL THE
finances such as,
the groom, as matron of honor. Mrs tions about our
RAM RAW) OPERATORS WHO
new?
snaking
you
are
much
"How
Tel. 753-9161
104 East Maple St.
Luten sore a black silk two piece!
MRS. SAMUEL JOE PARKER
raise? Is-erour car WERE KIND ENOUGH TO WRITE
sun with a tana.0 black hut to match Did you get a
TO MX: 73 and SS:
ea
do
else
What
yet?
for
Roberts.
Kay
paM
qtioleore
Anita
Mee
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Tuesday. September 3rd
The Lottie Moon Circle of the,
First Baptist Church WMS will meet!
at the home of Mrs. Alien McCoy!
at 7:30 p.m. Members note change
in date.

Be Tactful!

1

VIBEI WILL MS BE CURED?
Say when..,with your dollars!
ansamtosso

Abigail Van Buren

[ MURRAY- LOAN-CO.

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
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SEE A MOVIE TONITE

Goshen Young Adult
Class Has Supper
At Archer Home
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SOCIAL CALENDAR

RAILROAD SALVAGE

Another Big Truckload Just Arrived!!
LOOK WiliT WE GOT NOW
No.
N 9.
No.
No.
No,
No.
No.

I
2
3
4
5
'1

No. 8
No. 9
No. 10
No. 11
No. 12
No. 13
No. II
No. 15
No. lb
- No. 1;
No. 18

"CARPETS"
"('OFFEE TABLES"
"TV PILIA)44'S"
"LUGGAGE",_
"MELM A C K"
"TRUMPET WARE"
"FURNITURE"
Finished
lintinimbed
"11FFICE FURNITURE"
"LIMPS"
"PILLOWS"
"GARBAGE CANS"
.101 DIFFERENT TOOLS"
"PAINT"
"CLOCKS"
"DESKS"
"STACK STOOLS'
"RECLINERS"
"SPORTING GOODS"

No. 19
No. 20
No. 21
No. 22
No. 23
No. 24
No. 25
No. 211
No. 27
No. 28

No. 29
No. 30
No. 31
No. 32
No. 31
No. 31

"SCHOOL SUPPLIES"
"RADIOS"
"TAPE RECORDERS"
"RECORD PLAYERS"
"KNIVES"
"PISTOLS"
"TENNIS RACKETS"
"FOOTBALLS"
"BASKETBALLS"
"DANISH MODERN"
a. Rockers
b. Chairs
c. Couches
"SKIS"
"BOAT" 400,OFF
"FLASH ATTACHMENTS"
"FILM"
"BICYCLES"
"ASH TRAYS"
Modern

MANY, MANY, MANY, MORE ITEMS
at 50%
"Watch the Big Trucks Roll In!" If we ain't got it now
111"•
will have! Go in tomorrow ... see"
Or more savings . . . we
Colonel Jones, he'll do you rite.

lENE FRANCIS

• • •

The Jesse Ludwick Ciree of the
College Preesbyterian Church will
mits.t with Mrs. Jessie Rogers, North
16th Street, at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs.
Rogers conducting the Bible Mindy
and Mrs. Charlie Crawford in charge
of the program.'
• • •

Monday, September 9th
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet at 12
noon at the club house. Members
note change of date.
•

•

•

PERSONALS
Mr and Mrs. Paul Cunningham
and Mr. and Mrs. 'fed Cer.rungkiarn
and eraughter. Teresa, spent the
weekend with Mr. and Mr,. Zane
Cumenghain of Scaling Green
While there the group also toured
Xs:wroth Case.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Howard
Murdock and children. Jimmy and
Ann Beauton, of Madisonville were
the weekend guests of their parents.
Mr. and Mrs. J H. Walston of Marray and Mr. and Mrs. Philip Murdock of Lynn Grove.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs: James Murphy of
.SilVer Springs, Md., have bet ii
reatives and friends ai Calloway County and in Princeton.

THE MOST IMPORTANT CAP IN THE WORLD!
Nothing you can think
with the gown on college graduation day.
We're talking about the cap that goes
headgear ... and
or daughter. Of -course, it's pretty expensive
of will mean so much to the future of your son
going to foot the
should start thinking NOW about how you're
getting more so all the time' Which is why you
bills.

lege

funds for your children's colBasic to accumulating the necessary
savings pVan. Come in and
flexible
education is a comprehensive and

'into account the
to your specific needs, taking
let us help you tailor a plan
get started, the
you
sooner
etc. The
ages of your children, your income,
easier!
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('(RI) OF THANKS
Ilussineiss Opportsnitiess

We the family of Loyd Futrell five
wish to take this opportunity to gloves, compared with one out of
E
RELIABL
ENT.
SMALL INVESTM
express our appreciation to all our nine in 1958, according to a survey.
person wanted to service and collect friends and neighbors and to the .
Gloves are being used more exand
nut
,tandy,
from cigarette, glen,
Max H. Churchill Funeral Home for tensively around the home for not
in
dispensers
ted
other coin-opera
their kind understanding and sym- only such chores as dishwashing
Murray and surrounding area. Full pathy shown us after the death of
and gardening but also for light
must
selected
or part-tuue. Person
our beloved husband and father.
tasks that require nimble fingers10-12
car,
have good, serviceable
We wish to thank our many hair tinting or permanent waving,
or
POO
and
spare hours per week,
friends who sent flowers and food :elver and shoe polishing or even
more cash capital for investment in and to Rev. Norman Culpepper and
orange
morning
the
squeezing
locauon
on
5 or more machines
the Unity Quartet of IfIrdin for atice, said the survey, conducted
$17,500.
for
house,
new
phone
and
fenced,
II
Write including address
acres dark fired tobaoco base and A
their kindness in officiating at the by the Hand Protection Clinic of
AUCTION SALE
NOTICE
3 BEDROOM HOUSE,/
number to Federal Machine Com- funeral,
burley. Located three miles from 3t, ACRES.
the Pioneer Rubber Co.
26145,
Box
$5.300.
pany of Louisiana, P.O.
Murray.
Wife and Children
1
GOOD
HOUSE
AT
slat
FARM,
a29c
Y,
AUGUST
ACRE
Ile
SATURDA
New Orleans 26. Louisaatia.
Up
A FARM NEAR KIRKSEY, consistp.m. at Mrs. Nera Hart's. Located
TYPEWRITRR - MIRCLE TAB 11" ing of 146 acre, 100 acres cleared, a and outbuildings. $16,000.
FOR YOUR INSURANCE
UTILITY,
turn
DR. hiltLE E. TISDALE
Grove,
FRAME,
M
of
Lynn
south
BEDROO
mile
carriage portable Remington Quite- good house and other buildings. 3
WANTEM
Contact
south at Shell Service Station.
rater, like new. Phone 753-3785 after Dark fired and burley tobacco base. attic and garage $2,000 down, 164.80
DR. WM. H. ABERNATHY
including insurance and
Household furniture consisting of SOMEONE TO SHARE Aportment
5:00 pm. or see Wilma Jane Nix.
TUCKER REALTY & Ins. Co. Main per month,
CHARLES THOMAS MoDANEEL
dealt, couch, book case, pictures, with elderly couple at 405 Ens. Call
tfnc Office, 502 Maple St., PL 3-4342, taxes.
Now affiliated with
Federal State Market News Sena'
VENEER, ralamps, bedroom sudt, rockers, chairs, 753-6683 or 753-2431.
a2.8p
R. Tucker. Bobby Grogan. 4 BRDROOM BRICK
Donald
Wednesday, August 28. 1963.
Me.
jo FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE WITH
CE
AGENCY
INSURAN
WILSON
f16,500.
matsprings,
heat,
beds,
ceiling
dressers,
Mon. - Wed. - Fri. - 9-12 & 2-6
tables,
Branch Office, South 12th St., PL 3- diant
Purchase-Area. Hog MarKentucky
operWITH
basement. Shady lot 102'x160'. 1
baseSAWMILL
WITH
sets,
E
FRAME,
PORTABL
M
breakfast
Sat. 9-12 - Sunday 1-5 p.m.
tresses,
BEDROO
wardrobe,
ltc 2
Hiram L. Tucker.
4710,
sta753-3263
Call
10 buying
block from Murray High School. 813
ating crew. Call 489-2467 after 6:00 ket Report including
- Dial 4117-5131 ment on 3 acres of land, $8,000.
ltp tions. Estimated receipts 550, baroak A LARGE 4 BEDROOM HOUSE on 4 BEDROOMS. GAS HEAT, wall
and ask for Tom
Olive St Phone 753-3460.
cl. pm.
:11 l
Hardin, Kentucky
, 111
a!)
et
, washes',
e
lectricserrgteuiadts'h
nette
2
1,
rows and gilts steady 25. U.S.
Or at his home
9 acre lot 21, baths, large beautiful to wall carpet, baserneta, $17,500.
heater. Antiques: dinner kettles,
Masonic Building - S. 6.41
WHEAT DRILL. CONTACT Conand 3 190 to 240 lbs. $16.26 to $16.513.
large living room with wall to 200ac250' BUSINESS LOT FOR $8,Dutch oven, Irons, dough tray, butFOR RENT
753-4805
snip den,
ner's Implement Co.
to
Few US 1 110 to 230 the. $16.75
wall oarpeting, 15 closets and 2 fire 000.
atle ter mold, telephone and picture' 5 ROOM MODERN BRICK furnish- $17.00. U.S. 2 send 3 245 to 270 lbs.
HOUSE IN ALMO. CALL places, electric heat, storm windows 70'x186' LOT ON BLACK TOP, 12,lirt owner. Joe
• 1,17".
fronanb
spikt
1, 2 and 3 170
FOR CORRECT
one I ed, or 3 room modern frame furnish- 115.50 to $16.2.5. U.6.
a3ep and doors. This is truly one of the 060.
auctioneer.
753-3208
25-ILS.2 eau'
7fa1o.515.
$1,1
186.11aa
Muesy
of
Northeast
notes
ed.
lmest homes-tnitie coenty. Must be 3 BEDROOSUBRICK verernt. 71
a
_
OUTLET
FACTORY
VISIT YOUR
TAKE YOUR CHOICE OF ANY seen to be appreciated. Will trade acres of land $16,000.
anp
sows 400 to 000 lbs. $11.75 to $13.00
753-4681.
Shoe Store. We now have in our I
1
one of 12 shady Iota leasZifY North for a house and lot in Murray
FEMAEL HELP WANTED
U.S. 1 and 2 250 to 400 lbs. $12.75 to
3 BEDROOM FRAME. 71 ACRES new
All
shoes.
of
full
shipment
4 ROOM FURNISHED GARAGE $15.25.
11 Hills SubdIvialian for only 41000.00 A NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK ON of land, $9,000.
DAY OR NIGHT
*teas are in famous name brands.
apartment. Large rooms, new floor
each. Will sell only 5 lots at this North 10th Street, has a large beauTriangle
AT
S
APPLY
WAITRES
M FRAME, $4,000.
next
2
Street
BEDROO
13th
South
Located 100
room. Phone
bath
kitchen,
covering,
price.
TAYLOR
cabRANCHER
of
lots
with
atful family room,
a28c
WE door to Kelley's Pest Control. a28c Inn or phone 753-4963.
a29p
753-1417.
10 ACRE FARM. GOOD BRICK- inet-a-Aunt-in range, la, baths, lots FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
co attsr
ored slides showing a big
crete house and large stock barn of closet sp4e, nice utility, overhead have
HOLLYWOOD IUD - Hobert Tayof
this
property.
percednige
,
Foie
only apx. 4 mile from Murray. $8100. storage, immMiate possession.
of
a
president
vice
lor,
now
b
WAIRESSES AND CURB Hostes- [SERVICES 'OFFERED I
GROCERY BUSINESS, BUILDING, A 2 BEDROOM MODERN Houtz WILSON INS. & REAL Estate, Call
Star 1 elevision and star of hitS (PA ii
ses 18 years of age or older. Steady
stock and fixtures at a real bargain. and 3 acres qf land. lecited near the 753-363.
every opportunity to
a30c
employment. Apply in person. Jer- LIME SPREADING raiR FARM series, takes
of
ranch
CLAUDE L. MILLER, phones PL 3- lake, has a tobacco burn, stock barn.
ry's Restaurant. South 12th Street, era with excellent aerate:: nroaided get away to has Wyoming
Ky.
a28c chicken house, smoke house, tool
the
5064. FL 3-30M.
Murray,
on
and
here
horses
keeps
Bob
Murray, Kentucky. No phone calls ABC orders accepted_ Call Cecil
MALE HELP WANTED
a31c Wyoming place.
in good condition. Good
a28c Paschall at 753-3420.
please.
I958 MGA. CALL 753-6318 OR I3CE house, all
No special talents needed: We
for (may
sane well water. Can be bought
at 1800 Fanner Me.
by Charles M. Saithis
$4800.
PEANUTS4
LARGE LOCALLY MANAGED
train your hands to become skillIRON KETTLE, YARD AND Gar- FOR ALL YOUR REAL ESTATE company has openings for two young
ful la 1500 hours. Complete course
den tools, post hole digger and mis- needs check with Robcris Realty, married men with high school eduPLANS;I s
/
HE'S EITHER GETTING VEIL,
NO, I WANG iT IN THE
A6 our
cellaneous items. Can be seen at your exclusive real estate broker. cation. Route sales and delivery.
Books,
plan.
payment
easy
SARCASTIC OR HE'S WORSE
on
SUN ONCE A MONTH As A
YOUR BLAN<ET,
alOc 505 Main Street or call 753-1661.
400 S. 11th.
plus commissions to
675.00 per we
OFF THAN I THOOEJIT HE WAS!
?
GESTURE OF APPRECIATION FOR
si30c
tool, and supplies furnished.
NEW 4.00x8 HIGH SPEED TIRES
qualified men. Write Box 482, MayALL IT HAS DONE FOR ME...
for 'coolers. trailers and implements. 8 ROOM FRAME A BARGAIN AT field, Ky., phone 247-6038.
a30e
New Class September 3 to 9th
$6 95, at Bob's Lawn & Garden 86.850.
lie 7 ROOM BRICK VENEER. cornCenter.
Contact:
ROUTE BOY NEEDED AT ONCE
pletely furnished. $16,750.
.
FARMS 20 ACRES NEAR THE city 4 ROOM FRAME. ELECT'RIC heat, to carry papers in the vicinity of the
1
College Farm Road. Contact Charles
limits. Approximately 1800 feet road $8,100.
.7,-,
L/4:
5.
•-.
F.-27
frontage, with beautiful' building 7 ROOM FRAME, IDEAL location, Oldham at the Ledger di Times.
tfnc
$14,250
sites.
306 North 4th Street
ONE OF THE BEST FARMS IN 4 ROOM FRAME, UTILITY AND
by Don Sherwood
Calloway County, This is a 1/6 acre bath. $7.000
DAN FLAGG
Murray, Kentucky
ROOM FRAME, 80'x450' LOT, EXPERIENCED BODY MAN,
farm, with 90 acres tendable. A
Southside Body Shop. Good pay
beautiful modern home on this farm only $10,000
AS FLAGG ANC/
School is cloaed each Wednesday
a29p
with, other very good buildings. 2.75 161 ACRE FARM, COMPLETELY
MAR0k•ER1TA
ANA.7 THE
sac
LNaa...7 7a5_5.
CAPT1J4E el, THE
CJF.:0.1
11.51.a PFC. W..E5
AMY, Tel J5 COAST
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GUARD CUr!ER
received 7 truck loads of merchanAPOR05:0Gtivt4
want
you
what
find
you
can't
dise. If
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to
hard
publish.]
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rent, me swet jo
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Laseributsd by Klag Features laysrlicaaa
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shop now.

er use led by
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BY EDWARD YOUNG

there, dr."
!through Bill seemed changed iodd is going on
WHAT ass nAPP•NICID
The admiral was _staring
ran> testraner • ,uuntetespaonage
!ow waya more withdrawn
the itoyaf Nava ima ewe+
asSiseae
blankly at the middle of his
I just couldn
e led o Adnarai Sherwood of the almost e,,asive
look
Renew h Caput the discovery pin It down And then something desk. He had the sagging
that top-aierret antisubmarine pro- rather odd happened He knew, lot a man who had lust been
Mosto
lisakeJ
tect information has
of someone
of course, what 1 was doing !told of the death
cow.
Gardner has narrowed his suspects here, and one day he asked me' very close to him.
the
on
down to a fey stall officers
believe it. I just don't
saki woject-on• of whom Is the how my Investigations were go-1 "I don't
clearing his
admiral aimseif
I told tarn I was worried believe it," he said,
must.
because It was beginning to look throat noisily.. "If you
But on the
CHAPTER 2
as though my quarry was some- youmust, 1 suppose.
"I DO NOT include you among one In a very responsible pout evidence you've produced so far
I my suspects, sir." Command- tion with legitimate access to I couldn't possibly authorise any
er Gardner told Admiral Sher- highly restricted information." more positive action.*
wood.
Ile picked up the telephone.
The admiral looked up sharpThe admiral moved over to ly.
"Scratch, get m. on to Admiyou can .. .
the window and stood with his
"Was that wise of you. (lard- ralty, as quick as
hack to Gardner, looking out ner ? Surely, in your posttion, on the scrambler."
es
across the foam-stroaked
He waited until the call was
that was a breach of security in
wit ti his hands dug deep Into his itself 7"
through, and then handed the
Jacket pockets.
"Looking back at it now, sir, receiver across to Gardner.
"What you are trying to tell I suppose It was. But Bill is
"Hullo .. . Admiralty?" said
me. Gardner. is quite, quite uu my oldest friend and after all Gardner. "Put me through to
known
Urpossibie Off and on I've
he's actually in charge ot the Department 503, please.
Captain Howara for over twen- whole project As It turned out. gent."
In
subty years His war cazi:er
• • •
my telling him may actually
marines was quite outstanding have given me my first importTHE MAN sitting at the left
and
D.S.C.
a
. . . two OS as.
ant clue. He didn't bat an eyelid
of the rear bench opposite
heaven knows now 'many thbus• when I told him. but he looked
Platform 6 on Waterloo station
sent
shipping
enemy
of
and tons
at me very hard in a rather Was not a criminal on the run.
. to the bottom I myself asked peculiar way and then changed
If tie had been, tie would have
for ram to be put in charge of the subject a bit abruptly."
been the despair of the police,
research
important
vitally
this
"Not very conclusive evi- for he looked so ordinary that
project. It would be difficult dence, surely?"
he was almost Impossible to deto imagine anyone less likely to
"Maybe not, sir, but knowing scribe. Distinguishing featuresbe your . . traitor."
very
was
it
him as well as 1 do
none. Mr. Fisk's appearance was
Gardner leaned forward in his odd behavior. And then three
ideally suited to his )0b.
chair and clasped his hands be- days later I heard he was unexHe had been waiting there
tween his knees He hesitated pectedly going off for a week's
'Prince just after twelve o'clock,
for • moment and then. sta.ruig leave."
glancing from time to time over
at the carpet, began speaking
"Yes." gala the admiral, "he the top of his outstretched
in a voice so strained that the came along to me and said he
newspaper-now at the jerking
admiral turned to look at him was feeling a bit under the
minute hand of the station
"Sir, a few days ago I would weather and could do with a
clock, now at the platform
have agreed with you. Bill How- break. He's certainly been lookwhere the train was already
ard Is I suppose, one of my old- ing rather strained and overseven minutes Overdue, and
est ,friends. We were in the worked lately, and I thought a
sometimes at the faces of the
same term at Dartmouth. We spot of leave would do him
anonymous crowd hurrying back
the
in
time
did our big-ship
good. There's nothing particu- and forth or sitting patiently,
!subjoined
We
same cruiser.
larly sinister about that."
like himself, waiting for somemarines together-a few months
"Well, sir. as I said before, I one to arrive.
our
did
We
started
war
before
haven't proof of anything, but
Almost exactly at twelveCO s qualifying course- togeth- I have a ghastly hunch it all
the train could be seen
thirty
own
our
got
we
when
and
er,
adds up to something. This entering the platform. Mr. Fisk
commands we often found ourmorning, when he went off on made no move to get tip as the'
solves in the same submarine
leave, I took the liberty of fol- train braked to a standstill and
flotilla -Beirut, Malta, Algiers,
lowing him to the station. I began to disgorge its passenand so on.
gather from the booking office gers.
war
the
since
ately
"Unfortun
there that Drat of all-and this
From where he was sitting
we've rather drifted apart I is another very curious thingcould look straight down the
he
three-year
my
do
to
oft
went
he booked a ticket to Brigham,
the ticket coljob with the New Zealand Navy, of all places, and then suddenly platform past
among "the
and When ' got back he had changed his mind, took a ticket lector. Presently
shoulders he
been posted to West Berlin Bill. to Waterloo and hopped on the bobbing heads and
figure with a trim
of course, with his technical London train that was just due picked out a
green hat,
knowledge. began specializing to leave. Whether he spotted ginger beard and a
suitcase in each
in research end got his brass me arriving at the station or carrying a
hat tong before I did Since then not, I don't know, but some- hand.
As Howard gave up his ticket
he's Kept more or less a stripe thing mighty peculiar seems to
ahead of me, and we haven't
and came through the barrier
going on."
be
seen much of each other."
he looked quickly around, halt
He looked at his watch.
trouble. But he did
The admiral sat heavily down
in London expecting
arrives
train
"His
toying
the unobtrusive man
notice
at his desk and began
not
three-quarters of an hour.
the pages of the
in
with a carved-ivory paperknife. In
absorbed
I'd
With your permission, sir,
, nor, as he went on
"Go on." he said.
newspaper
get
ring Admiralty and
"When I came down here on like to
through the booking hall to find
them to put a man on his tail
this intelligence assignment
taxi, did he observe him
a
somein case hr's up to
imeced forward to picking up just
fold up his newspaper
quietly
him
of
thing. If we lose track
the old threads again. But there
and hurriedly get to his feet.
Brixto
go
I'd better
Tomorrow)
seemed to be some harrier he- In London
see It anything (To Be Con?tuned
us that I couldn't break ham myself and

can think
r ... and
o foot the

Iren's coltie In and
count the
arted, the

OPENING SOON! MIDWAY Trailer Park. 3 miles on Hazel Highway.
10 iota for rent. Walter and laynae
Elkins, owner and operator. Call
it30c
753-5182.
by Err-le Bushmiller
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A STI7- F

N ECK

NO--- I JUST ATE
TWO PLATES OF
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LOOKING.
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BUILDINGS?
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a.
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by Esteban) Van Buren
I AN'

SLATS

JOHN J. JOHN'S

val iiitETEND TO MADER,
UkIEL CHARLIE. HERE -ON,'/ A GAME,'

mvsrERY

STORIES MUST BE

ABSOLUTELY
TRUE TO LIFE. AND WHAT A CHANCE
IT 64YES ME To PERFORM
WONDERFUL!
:••••.
-41b_.)

WELL SO LONG AS THERE'S
ONLY BLANKS IN THIS GUN, I
SUPPOSE NOBODY'LL GET
HORS?

4&_
by Al Capp
LIL' ABNER
THE WHITE HOUSE,PLEASF
I RETURN TO THE AMAZON, I
WISH 'TO GIVE liOUR PRESIDENT
A CHANCE -LET ME INTO

BEFORE

-TO DECORATE ME,

SO YOU'RE

FOR SHRINKING

."THE GUY.r

EVER*
BOD•l, AND RELIEVING
TI-15 POPULATION
EXPLOSION.','

WELL,I'LL
DECORATE
YOU!!

GET HURT,
BEATING A MAN'S BRAINS OUT-NOW
THAT v4EIRE USING KITCHEN MATCHES
FOR NIGHT-STICKS r."

OUCHIFf-A COP CAN

LAteen

•

•

-
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PAGE SIX

TIM LEDGER

•

These Prices Good Through Saturday, August 31st

&

TIMES

—

MURRAY, KENTUCRY

•

WEDNESDAY — AUGUST 28, 1963

41fiviis -Ctagme_he -eta?

WE GIVE S&H GREEN STAMPS WITH
n EVERY PURCHASE
We Reserve The Right To Limit

Hazel Highway

Murray, Ky.

WE WILL BE OPEN ALL DAY MONDAY SEPTEMBER 2ND
DRINKS
FRYERS
SUGAR
lb. 23c
79c
10 lb bag 79c

ALL REGU.
1:-ARP',

MORTON CREAM

PIES

SWEET SUE
Grade"A"
Whole

DOMINO
with '5
add.
purchase

of 24
plus deposit

3

Size

$1 STEAK
CHICKENS —
3 F°R 39e
PA
TTIES /19b SPARE RIBS
3qc
25c CHUCK ROAST
GROUND BEEF

Miss Dixie - tall cans

1.11.1. PINK. - Tall Can

CUBED
Covers A Good
Size Bun

EVAPORATED MILK

10c

2-02.
Size

Liar-B-Que

SALMON 49c BARBQ SAUCE
Baby Food
3
IREET
39*
BLEACH 29c TISSUE
BACON
29ch
4 ROLLS 29e
CRISCO 3 lb. can 69c STEAK

lb

59*

lb

99*

22-oz. jar

GERBER or
HEINZ
Strained

FRED spiN1Fs1 - Half Gal;on

411,4-0Z.
JARS

P

Irinour

CHOICE
First
Cuts

SMOKED CHUNK

12-oz. can

oftee

RUMP ROAST
Iteaeless

SIRLOIN TR)

lb 99e

U.S. CHOICE
ROUND

89

lb

•
%11•••• LIBERIA"

WESSON OIL

SALAD DRESSING

Large,
38-02. Bottle

• Qu.trt
J.ir

FLOUR
DIXII

FREE!

STRICTLY FRESH'

49c

A Mli
H
O"e
Pk
ofER
Ugli(;
8

BUNS

With This Coupon and the Purchase of 3 Lbs. of

3 lbs. $1.

GROUND BEEF

-Lb.
Bag

TWIN
POT

16-0Z.
CANS

29c

Towle

Crackers 19ea

OLIVES — _ _

- —1
- --Miss Liberty

6-oz pk ,-,

Pride of Illinois - 303 Cans

CORN

_ 2'°. 29*

Strawberries
sTARKIST-- Chunk Size,

(LIBERTY COI'PON)

5 $1.49
DOG FOOD

GOLDEN
CRUST

- Lb. Box

HAMBURGER MEAT

3

TENN.
FROZEN
10-0z. Pkg.

Can

INSTANT COFFEE
ft
MAYONNAISE

25c
ICE MILK
CHILI
Flour 5 59c STEW _ _
BISCUITS
4es

Tuna

VANITY

Half Gallon

PILI SRI RI

Casper - 15}-oz can

with BEANS

rai
ir

NATURE'S IllES_T -APO Can (Limit
4)

I'

vie

half gal

—

49'

_ 2 FOR 25*

iin
Strawberry
-M

— 10-oz jar

18-0z, Jar

- quart jar lige

18-oz. Jar

RED RIPI

each

Thin Skin

dozen

Frozen
Glazed

, S4111( 1(1.1ND & GEORGIA in Heavy Syrup - No. 2 Can

I(.0APER

CREAM

REELFOOT

('an

Peaches 23c (W

5

04
St

15c LARD
cAN
59
c
(t
gge
PRESERVES
Pork &Beans 7eflh
3 F°A $1
35c Bananas
lb. lOci
rsh
5 F.D. $1
Ieli:EN PEPPERS
3'
MELONS 39c LEMONS _
29'

PLANTATION
(LIMIT 6)
s-o2.

(NAPKINS

Meat Pies

0

— — — — 60 count pkg

— — — — 125-ft roll

LEMONADE__•6_07..e.10'

DONUTS

Trade Winds Breaded

Liberty's Own - 9-In.

FISH STICKS __3 pnk-go: s

LEMONS

dozen

each

4W
29'

